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Switching behavior of a Stoner particle beyond the relaxation time limit
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We report results of the switching properties of Stoner-like magnetic particles subject to short magnetic field
pulses, obtained by numerical investigations.  We discuss the switching properties as a function of the exter-
nal field pulse strength and direction, the pulse length and the pulse shape.  For field pulses long compared
to the ferromagnetic resonance precession time the switching behavior is governed by the magnetic damping
term, whereas in the limit of short field pulses the switching properties are dominated by the details of the
precession of the magnetic moment.  In the latter case, by choosing the right field pulse parameters, the
magnetic damping term is of minor importance and ultrafast switching can be achieved.  Switching can be
obtained in an enlarged angular range of the direction of the applied field compared to the case of long
pulses.

Introduction
Switching the direction of magnetization of magnetic parti-
cles by an external magnetic field is one of the fundamental
issues in magnetic data storage.  The switching process de-
scribed by the Gilbert form of the Landau-Lifschitz equation
has been studied only in special cases for a narrow range of
magnetic field geometries [1-3]. For a static applied field,
switching by homogeneous rotation of the magnetization and
by nucleation and propagation of domain walls, and by com-
binations thereof, have been studied thoroughly [1,4].
Nowadays magnetic device applications demand a deeper
insight into the switching dynamics introduced by magnetic
field pulses, especially on the time scale where the length of
the field pulse is comparable or shorter than the typical re-
laxation time of the magnetization.  Here dynamic effects
dominate the switching behavior, and, in addition to pa-
rameters like the strength and direction of the applied field
pulse, its length and shape are important.
The subject of this paper is to present (i) an overview of the
fundamental switching mechanisms possible for different
sample geometries in static and pulsed magnetic fields, and
(ii) to study in detail the magnetic switching behavior of thin
ellipsoidal Stoner-like particles by numerical simulation,
subject to short external field pulses.  We perform the studies
in the Stoner limit, i.e., we assume a homogeneous magneti-
zation, constant in strength and direction across the particle.
Results of inhomogeneous magnetization distributions will
be the subject of a forthcoming publication [5].  Our results
apply to the switching properties of small magnetic grains in
a data storage medium, as well as to sensors and magnetic
random access memory (MRAM) cells in the limit of small
geometries.

Model
The magnetic sample of homogeneous magnetization is
characterized by the demagnetizing factors in x-, y- and z-
direction Nx, Ny, and Nz.  Since we only consider spherically
or ellipsoidally shaped finite samples or infinite films the
demagnetizing field is constant across the sample.  For sim-
plicity and an easy comparison between the results all cal-
culations are performed for permalloy (saturation magneti-
zation 4πMS = 10.8 kG, gyromagnetic factor

γ = 0.0176/(Oe⋅ns), Gilbert magnetic damping factor
α = 0.008 [6,7]).  Shape and uniaxial in-plane anisotropy are
assumed.  Except for the sphere the demagnetizing factors or
the anisotropy constant are chosen such that the magnetiza-
tion will lie in the xy-plane (in-plane).  For all in-plane an-
isotropies the x-axis corresponds to the easy axis of magneti-
zation.  In all cases the initial magnetization direction is
along the −x-direction.
The motion of the magnetic moment under the influence of
an effective magnetic field including a phenomenological
damping mechanism is described by the Landau-Lifschitz
equation (LL) [8]
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to overcome the unphysical solution of the LL equation for
large damping parameters α [10].  Hence, in our calculations
the LLG equation is used.  The first term on the right hand
side of Eq. (2) is the precession term and the second the
damping term.  The effective field effH

r
 is defined by the

sum of all fields acting on the magnetization
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with extH
r

 the external applied field, aniH
r

 the uniaxial anisot-
ropy field with x the easy axis of magnetization, Ni  (i = x,y,z)
the diagonal components of the demagnetization tensor in
diagonal form, and xM , yM and zM  the vectorial magneti-

zation components along the x-, y- and z-axes.  The results
are obtained by straight forward numerical integration of Eq.
(2) using an embedded Runge-Kutta algorithm [11].

Precession of the magnetization in a static applied field
To illustrate the influence of the magnetic damping parame-
ter, as well as the shape and uniaxial anisotropy on the
switching behavior let us discuss first the simple case of an
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isotropic sphere and second of an infinite film, when a static
magnetic field is applied.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the salient features in the three-
dimensional time evolution of the direction of magnetization
for various scenarios. We assume that initially the direction
of magnetization is along the –x-direction, and that a static
field of extH

r
 = 50 Oe (gray arrow) is instantly applied at the

time t0 = 0 in the xy-plane with an angle of 135° with respect
to the initial direction of M

r
(black arrow). In the case of an

isotropic sphere the demagnetizing factors are
Nx = Ny = Nz = 1/3.  Without damping, i.e., in absence of a
mechanism of energy dissipation, and without anisotropy the
Zeeman energy of the magnetization remains constant and
the magnetization will start to precess in a circular orbit with
its plane perpendicular to extH

r
, as displayed in Fig. 1(a).  No

switching will appear.  If the external field is instantly
switched off at the time t1 > t0, the magnetization will rest at
the direction )( 1tM

r
, since for t > t1 the magnetization direc-

tion is parallel to the effective field effH
r

.  If a uniaxial ani-

sotropy ( OeH 45ani = ) is present (Fig. 1 (b)) the circular orbit

of the magnetization is deformed in order to keep the mag-
netization closer to the x-axis but still no switching occurs.
Note that now the path of the magnetization vector does not
lie in a plane.  If the external field again is instantly switched
off at t1 the magnetization will precess about the axis of the
anisotropy field for t > t1 starting at the position )( 1tM

r
.  Next

a small damping parameter of α = 0.008 is assumed.  Figure
1(c) shows the time evolution of the magnetization for a
sphere without anisotropy for the first 500 ns.  The switching
of the magnetization occurs only due to the damping term in
the LLG equation.  Since the value of the damping parameter

is very small 500 ns are not sufficient to align the magneti-
zation parallel to the applied field.  If now again a uniaxial
anisotropy is considered (Fig. 1 (d)) the switching process
proceeds faster. After 500 ns the switching process is nearly
completed.  To summarize Fig. 1: Switching occurs for static
applied fields only due to the damping term of the LLG
equation and anisotropy accelerates the switching speed.
The role of anisotropy in this acceleration cannot be replaced
by increasing the applied field value.
Next we consider an infinite, thin film with Nx  = Ny = 0,
Nz = 1, i.e., the xy-plane is the film plane. The results are
displayed in Fig. 2.  As above, the magnetization is initially
aligned along the –x-direction prior to the application of the
external field of 50 Oe.  Since the external field is applied in
the film plane, the precession orbit is mostly outside the film
plane, and hence a demagnetizing field will appear.  This
field is strong due to the z-demagnetizing factor Nz = 1. The
precession orbit is now strongly deformed and the magneti-
zation is almost forced into the film plane, as displayed in
Fig 2 (a).  The orbit consists of two arc-like sections almost
parallel to the film plane.  By choosing an appropriate termi-
nation time, t1, for the static magnetic field, a large range of
final in-plane angles of the magnetization can be realized.  If
a uniaxial anisotropy field of 45 Oe is considered (Fig. 2 (b))
the precession behavior of the magnetization remains nearly
the same, only the range of accessible in-plane magnetiza-
tion angles is reduced.  However, the magnetization crosses
the hard in-plane axis, and, for an appropriate termination
time of the applied field, the switching of the magnetization
to the +x direction may occur due to the precession term of
the LLG equation.  Even with a reduced applied field of 18
Oe a crossing of the hard in-plane axis is possible (not
shown in Fig. 2).  If we now consider again a small damping
parameter of α = 0.008 for a film without (Fig. 2 (c)) and
with (Fig. 2 (d)) anisotropy, the magnetization switches to
the direction of the applied or effective field, respectively,
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Figure 1: Three-dimensional time evolution of the direction of magnetiza-
tion of a permalloy sphere.  The initial direction of magnetization is along
the –x-direction (black arrow); a field of 50 Oe (gray arrow) is applied at an
angle of 135° in the xy-plane.  The time evolution is shown for the first
500 ns. a) no anisotropy, no damping, b) uniaxial anisotropy field 45 Oe, no
damping, c) no anisotropy, damping parameter α = 0.008, d) uniaxial ani-
sotropy field 45 Oe, damping parameter α = 0.008.
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Figure 2: Three-dimensional time evolution of the direction of magnetiza-
tion of a thin infinitely extended magnetic permalloy film.  The time evolu-
tion is shown for the first 10 ns.  All other parameters as in Fig. 1.
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within the first 5 ns, as shown in both graphs.  The conclu-
sion of this paragraph is that due to the large demagnetizing
field the switching of the magnetization in a film with
damping occurs very fast compared to a sphere and that
switching without damping should be possible in principle if
a pulsed magnetic field is applied instead of a static one.

Precession of the magnetization in a pulsed applied field
We will now discuss the more complex switching phenom-
ena upon application of a magnetic field pulse. To define the
notation of the pulse rise time, pulse length and pulse fall
time used throughout this article a scheme of the field pulse
is shown in Fig. 3.  The pulse is characterized by the triplets
of numbers "rise time / pulse length / fall time".  For the
pulse rise and fall a sinusoidal time dependence is assumed.
All values are given in units of nanoseconds.
In Fig. 4 different scenarios of the magnetization switching
including damping initiated by a 0.2/1.0/0.2 magnetic field
pulse are shown for a film without (a) and with (b) anisot-
ropy. All parameters but the shape of the pulse are the same
as in Fig. 2 (c) and (d).  Figures 4 (c) and (d) show the corre-
sponding results for an ellipsoidally shaped particle with the
demagnetization factors of Nx = 0.008, Ny = 0.012 and
Nz = 0.980.  As in section III the initial direction of magneti-
zation (black arrow) is along the −x-direction; a field of 50
Oe (gray arrow) is applied at an angle of 135° in the xy-
plane. The time evolution is shown for the first 10 ns.  Let us
first discuss the simple case of a film without anisotropies
(a).  The magnetic field pulse leads to a damped precession
about the effective field direction.  At the time, at which the
applied field terminates (during the field pulse the data are
represented black, afterwards gray), the z-component of the
magnetization is likely nonzero and hence the field due to
the shape anisotropy (perpendicular to the film plane) acts on
the magnetization leading to the relaxation of the magneti-
zation into the film plane on a circular orbit around the z-
axis.  Since no in-plane anisotropy is present remarkably all
in-plane angles of the magnetization can be realized as a
final state.
Next we discuss the influence of a uniaxial in-plane anisot-
ropy (b).  The time evolution of the magnetization during the
time the field pulse is applied is similar to (a).  Only the
effective field is modified by the anisotropy field and hence
the axis of precession is altered.  Therefore, in contrast to
(a), not only the demagnetizing field but also the anisotropy
field is present leading to a break in symmetry with respect

to the yz-plane.  Roughly the magnetization relaxes to the
easy in-plane direction which is closer to the magnetization
at the time the field pulse terminates.  To be precise energy
consideration has to be taken into account leading to an
instability region close to the y-axis, discussed below.
In Fig. 4 (c) the demagnetizing factor is chosen such that the
uniaxial in-plane component is comparable to that of Fig. 4
(b) (see above).  Nevertheless the switching behavior is
different.  After switching the magnetization during the field
pulse, the magnetization returns to its initial position after
termination of the field pulse.  The origin of this behavior
can be understood on the basis of the modification of the z-
component of the demagnetizing field.  For an ellipsoid this
component is smaller compared to a thin film.  Hence the
magnetization is not so strongly forced into the in-plane
direction.  Consequently the time in which the track of the
magnetization is located in the x < 0 halfspace is increased
leading to an increased probability of switching back to the
initial direction depending on the pulse termination time
compared to the film.  By choosing adequate values of the
demagnetizing factors a continuous transition between the
switching behavior of a sphere and a film can be obtained.
Figure 4 (d) shows the time evolution of the magnetization
reversal for a ellipsoidally shaped sample with uniaxial ani-
sotropy.  Although the sum of both uniaxial in-plane anisot-
ropy contributions is ≈ 90 Oe, fast and stable switching oc-
curs for a field pulse of 50 Oe.
After the discussion of the different contributions to the
switching behavior of the magnetization, especially for short
magnetic field pulses, we will now study in more detail the
role of the field pulse length and shape for the ellipsoidally

pulse length

pulse rise
time

pulse fall
time

Figure 3: Scheme of the magnetic field pulse to explain the parameters
pulse rise time/pulse length/pulse fall time.  All values are given in units of
nanoseconds. Rise and fall times have a sinusoidal shape, the pulse length is
determined as the full width at half maximum.
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Figure 4: Different scenarios of the magnetization switching initiated by a
0.2/1.0/0.2 magnetic field pulse shown for a thin film without (a) and with
(b) anisotropy (Hani = 45 Oe). (c) and (d) show the corresponding results for
an ellipsoidally shaped particle with the demagnetization factors of
Nx = 0.008, Ny = 0.012 and Nz = 0.980. The initial direction of magnetiza-
tion is along the –x-direction (black arrow); a field of 50 Oe (gray arrow) is
applied at an angle of 135° in the xy-plane.  The time evolution is shown for
the first 10 ns. Data are represented black (gray) during (after) the magnetic
field pulse
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shaped sample without additional anisotropies, first dis-
cussed in Fig. 4 (c).
From Figs. 4 (b) and (c) it becomes immediately clear, that
the length of a short pulse determines the final state of the
magnetization.  It should be noted that experimental evi-
dence for this was recently demonstrated by Back et al.,
testing the domain structure written into a perpendicularly
magnetized film by a pulse of high energy electrons propa-
gating at near speed of light in the Stanford Linear Accel-
erator Facility [12]. In their experiments it was possible to
observe the different domain patterns created by different
magnetic field pulse lengths.

Magnetization switching of small particles
Since, in the following, we are mostly interested in the final
state of the magnetization, we will use a special graphical
representation, providing the final state information as a
function of the pulse field strength and direction.  Figure 5
shows such a diagram for a 0.0/2.75/0.0 field pulse (rectan-
gular shape).  As a result of the ellipsoidal shape with the
demagnetizing factors Nx = 0.008, Ny = 0.012 and Nz = 0.980
the magnetization is aligned either in the +x- or the –x-
direction at zero field.  Prior to the field pulse the magneti-
zation is aligned in the –x-direction.  Dark areas in Fig. 5
indicate, that the final state of magnetization is in the –x-
direction.  Bright areas indicate a successful switching into
the +x-direction.  The circular coordinate system indicates
the direction and strength of the field pulse.  The strength is
zero at the center, and its increment is 25 Oe between two
circles.  The direction from the center indicates the direction
of the external field.

Switching with long pulses −− the relaxation dominated
switching regime
We now apply a  0.0/2.75/0.0 pulse. The result is displayed
in Fig. 5. First, it is evident, that switching takes place for
most of the parameter sets, where the field direction has a
component along the +x-direction.  If the field is aligned
near the ±y-directions, switching and non-switching areas
alternate with increasing field strength (instability region).
This can be easily understood by the fact, that during the
precession about the field in y-directions the x-component of
the magnetization oscillates in time between the +x- and the
–x-direction.  The final state is determined by the position of
the magnetization at the time, at which the field pulse is
terminated, )( 1tM

r
.  For almost all cases, it is sufficient to

consider only the x-component of the magnetization.  Since
the field strength increases with distance from the center, the
precession frequency will do so as well, and the actual posi-
tion of the magnetization at the time of pulse termination
depends sensitively on that time resulting in alternating ori-
entations of the magnetization in the final state.  This insta-
bility region is due to a beating between the applied field
pulse and the precession of the magnetization. Again, in
almost all cases it is sufficient to consider only the x-
component of the magnetization to determine its final state.
The four diagrams labeled (a) to (d) in Fig. 5 show the time
evolution of the three mutual magnetization components at
different values of field strength and direction.  We observe
a significant ringing of the magnetization upon both at be-
ginning and termination of the external field pulse.  In all

cases the crucial parameter for the switching is the magnetic
damping parameter.  If the applied field pulse has a compo-
nent along the +x-direction (Fig. 5, points b and c) the
damping promotes the switching because the average of the
x-component (bold black line) in a single oscillation period
moves toward the +x-direction.  Otherwise the damping
hinders the switching because the –x-direction is favored.
It is evident from Fig. 5, that for a too small value of the
applied field no switching will appear.  The diagram might
serve to identify the parameters for optimum switching in,
e.g., a MRAM storage cell geometry, usually consisting of a
magnetic multilayer stack containing the storage element we
are discussing here and the sensor structure for read-out, and
of two crossing, current-carrying wires to address and switch
the cell.  For the moment we assume that both wires are
perpendicular to each other, and they are aligned parallel and
perpendicular to the easy axis of the storage elements.  Each
wire alone is supposed not to switch any storage elements.
Only the addressed element beneath two current carrying
wires will be switched.  From Fig. 5 crucial information is
extracted about the switching by drawing a square (for same
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Figure 5: Switching diagram of an ellipsoidally shaped particle with the
demagnetizing factors Nx = 0.008, Ny = 0.012 and Nz = 0.980, i.e., the x-
axis is the easy magnetization axis.  The initial direction of magnetization
is along the –x-direction.  A field pulse of 0/2.75/0 ns is applied.  Bright
(dark) areas indicate that the magnetization has switched (not switched)
from the –x-direction into the +x-direction.  The direction of each point of
the diagram from the center indicates the direction of the applied field
pulse.  The strength of the field pulse is proportional to the distance from
the center.  The circles show increments of the field strength of 25 Oe.
The four panels display the time evolution of the three magnetization
components Mx (bold black line), My (thin gray line) and Mz (thin black
line) at the positions indicated in the switching diagram.  The time struc-
ture of the applied field pulse is shown by the dashed line.
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values of current in both wires) or a rectangle (for different
values of current in both wires) around the center.  The inter-
sections with the x- and y-axis contain the information about
a possible switching of elements beneath each wire; the
corner positions of the square/rectangle that of the cell where
both wires cross each other.  For stable operation, the inter-
sections with the x- and y-axis should not switch, but the
corner position should indicate successful switching.

Switching with short pulses −− the precession dominated
switching regime
Diagrams (a) – (c) of Fig. 5 indicate, that shorter field pulses
can be used for successful switching of the magnetization.
We will now first discuss the application of a very short,
rectangularly shaped field pulse of 0.25 ns length.  For mod-
erate applied fields the pulse length is shorter than the pre-
cession period of the magnetization.  Fig. 6 shows the results
of the calculation.  Compared to the results of long pulses
(cf. Fig. 5) we observe a strongly alternating behavior in the
right part of the diagram, where the x-component of the
applied field is antiparallel to the initial direction of the
magnetization.  We find also that the regions in the left part
of the diagram, where switching can occur, are strongly
enlarged.  Diagrams (a) – (d) illustrate the time evolution of
the switching process for the same values and directions of
the external field, as in Fig. 5.  The final state of the mag-
netization of Fig. 6 (b) – (d) is the same as in Fig. 5 (b) – (d).
In Fig. 6 (a) the magnetization is switched in contrast to Fig.
5 (a).  This is because now the switching is dominated by
precession.  The time scale of the pulse is short enough to
avoid the damping towards the –x-direction.  From Fig. 5 (a)
this can be expected for a pulse length between 0.2 and 0.6
ns, where the x-component of the magnetization is positive.

The exact values of the transition between switching and
non-switching behavior cannot be extracted from Fig. 5 (a)
since the path of the magnetization depends on the details of
the field pulse.  A remarkable situation is realized at position
(b) in Fig. 6.  Full switching of the magnetization is achieved
within the pulse length without significant ringing after-
wards.  The magnetization is reversed on a time scale far
beyond the relaxation time.  The origin of this behavior is
simply that the pulse is just switched off at the time the z-
component of the magnetization crosses zero.  This is ener-
getically favorable since at this point the Zeeman energy
which will be dismissed upon field termination is at maxi-
mum.  In all other cases the ringing of the magnetization is
qualitatively the same.  For ultrafast applications the sup-
pression of the ringing is important since only in this case
consecutive pulses can be applied to the same cell without
any dead time.  The influence on switching stability due to
different delay times between consecutive pulses can be
minimized.
Figures 5 and 6 lead to the conclusion that fast switching of
the magnetization can only be realized in two ways: (i) by
optimization of material parameters to increase the damping
parameter and (ii) switching in the precession regime as
shown in Fig. 6 (b).

Influence of the shape of the magnetic field pulse on the
magnetization reversal
To increase the applicability of our results to real systems we
discuss next the influence of the pulse shape on the switch-
ing properties.  Figure 7 summarizes the results.  On the left
hand side we show the diagrams for rectangularly shaped
pulses in the precession limit (top, pulse length 0.25 ns, cf.
Fig. 6), in the relaxation time limit (bottom, pulse length
2.75 ns, cf. Fig. 5), and in the transition regime between both
limits (middle, pulse length 1.4 ns).  The top and bottom
diagrams on the left hand side have been discussed in detail
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 5, respectively.  The middle diagrams
show data for a pulse length where the influences of preces-
sion and the damping term in LLG for the switching are
comparable.  However, in practice, pulse shapes will not be
rectangular.  The right panels of Fig. 7 show the switching
diagrams for the same pulse lengths as in the left panels, but
with rise and fall times each equal to the pulse length.  In
each case regions of stable switching (+x-direction), espe-
cially for the transition regime are enlarged compared to the
case of a rectangular pulse of same duration.  In addition we
find that the angular range of no switching (-x-direction) is
enlarged.  Hence we find for the bottom panel on the right
hand side nearly a clear separation between the switching
and non-switching areas at the ±y-direction except the well
known Stoner asteroid in the center of the diagram for small
applied fields.
To achieve stable switching for, e.g., a given range of fluc-
tuations in material parameters, a fairly large range in the
diagrams must be considered, where switching occurs.  In
the precession dominated case, such an area is identified
along the ±y-directions.  Improved switching of an MRAM
memory cell could be achieved by simultaneously address-
ing two data lines which are oriented parallel to the easy axis
of magnetization, such that the generated field is oriented
along the ±y-directions.
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Figure 6: Switching diagram for a field pulse of 0/0.25/0.  All other pa-
rameters as in Fig. 5.
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Summary
We have investigated the switching properties of Stoner-like
magnetic particles upon application of short magnetic pulses.
We find, that switching depends largely on the pulse length
and the pulse shape.  Two distinct switching mechanisms
can be realized.  For short field pulses the switching proper-
ties are governed by the precession of the magnetization
whereas for long field pulses only the damping term of LLG
is important.  We have shown that by choosing optimum
field pulse parameters the damping term is of minor impor-
tance and ultrafast switching becomes possible.  Criteria for
fast and stable switching are derived.
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precession limit (pulse length = 0.25 ns)

relaxation time limit (pulse length = 2.75 ns)

transition regime (pulse length = 1.4 ns)

Figure 7: Switching diagrams as in Figs. 5 and 6 for pulse lengths of 0.25 ns
(top), 1.40 ns (middle), and 2.75 ns (bottom).  The left panels show the
diagrams for rectangularly shaped pulses, the right panels for pulses with
rise and fall times equal to the pulse length.
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